Multiple mechanisms involved in the inhibition of proinflammatory cytokine production from human monocytes by N-(p-coumaroyl)serotonin and its derivatives.
We have reported that N-(p-coumaroyl)serotonin(CS) isolated from safflower oil cake (Carthamus tinctorius L.) inhibits the production of proinflammatory cytokines by endotoxin (LPS)- stimulated human monocytes. In this study, the effects of CS and its three derivatives, N-(trans-cinnamoyl)serotonin (Cin.S), N-(trans-cinnamoyl)tryptamine (Cin.T), and N-(p-coumaroyl)tryptamine (CT) on the production of proinflammatory cytokines were compared. Cin.S possessed radical scavenging activity at a comparable level to CS, while CT and Cin.T exhibited lower activity, suggesting that hydroxyl group in serotonin is essential for the antioxidative activity. CS and CT strongly inhibited the production of proinflammatory cytokines (IL-1alpha, IL-1beta, IL-6, IL-8, and TNF-alpha) from LPS-stimulated human monocytes. However, Cin.S inhibited the production of only IL-1alpha and IL-1beta, and Cin.T inhibited none of these cytokines production. CS and CT markedly inhibited the protein synthesis in monocytes, the inhibitory effect of Cin.S was moderate, and that of Cin.T was quite weak. These results indicate that CS and its derivatives inhibit the production of proinflammatory cytokines through multiple mechanisms.